Get your game on
this summer.
For four days a week, June 19-29, Yellow Wood is turning into a mental
gymnastics zone for kids with intellectual energy to burn. Join us Monday
through Thursday from 10am-2pm for these epic summertime activities:

Crime Scene
Investigation

Cooperative
Storytelling

Don’t just watch CSI. Live it. This eight
day activity pits your wits against a
mythic criminal who’s left behind subtle clues. Collect
and analyze evidence to bring the perpetrator to
justice. Match fingerprints, collect and analyze DNA
and blood samples, and piece together a timeline to
solve the crime with your fellow detectives. Discover
more about what a real Crime Scene Investigator does.
(Suitable for students entering 7th - 12th grades.)

Welcome to the unexpected group
dynamic of cooperative storytelling. You
will create whole new worlds and characters and then
combine them cooperatively with the ideas of other
students to create compelling stories no one could
have imagined independently. By the end of the class,
you will have created a unique adventure and story,
focusing on each of your created characters. It’s how
developers work to create today’s story-based video
games.

3D Chess Set Printing
Can you execute the Stonewall Attack?
The Dutch Defense? This eight day
summer activity will hone your chess
playing skills to new levels. And then, just
as you develop a new mastery of chess,
we’ll move diagonally into computer aided design, 3-D
printing and laser cutting to craft your own custom
chess set. Students take their unique chess sets home to
impress their family and friends with their new strategic
and computer fabrication abilities.

Game Design
Equal part learning and gaming, students
will be spending two weeks turning
their ideas into functional game play.
Coding knowledge is not required, and
activities will involve both computer
games and tabletop fun. Students will learn the basics
of programming, some history of the world’s most
successful games, and how to design a game that is fun
to play. Students can either turn their video game vision
into a reality individually, or team up with their friends.

Space is limited to 10 participants and tuition is $750 for the eight sessions.
We’ll provide the snacks, you send in the lunch. And if you’re looking for an extended day, we
provide one to one tutoring from 2:30-5pm. Students can catch up on history, math, English,
science or foreign languages. Let us personalize a summer curriculum for your student.
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All the World’s a
Stage
In addition to our previously announced summer camps, we have just
added an option for those that want to dive into the world of theater.
Join us June 19-29, Monday through Thursday from 10am-2pm:

Express Yourself
There’s no business like show business! From Broadway to schools across
America, theatre has the ability to transport people into captivating new
worlds. Before making the leap to the big stage however, an actor must learn
the tools of their craft. In this dynamic four day session, you’re invited to explore
the origins of storytelling, playwriting, and performance.
Campers will learn how to improvise in any scenario, use their voice as an
instrument, and make strong character choices. In addition to acting out scenes
from classic plays, students’ own words will come to life as they write, direct,
and perform original scripts. Since theatre is always an ensemble effort,
students can participate both “on the stage” and behind-the scenes work, such
as costuming, marketing, and set design.

Space is limited to 10 participants and tuition is $750 for the eight sessions.
We’ll provide the snacks, you send in the lunch. And if you’re looking for an extended day, we
provide one to one tutoring from 2:30-5pm. Students can catch up on history, math, English,
science or foreign languages. Let us personalize a summer curriculum for your student.
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